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iv MHdoc102511 About This Manual

ABOUT THIS MANUAL

This manual is to replace or to be used with all previous information received on the
Wood-Mizer® * MultiHead. All future mailings will be an addition to or a revision of
individual sections of this manual as we obtain new information.

The information and instructions given in this manual do not amend or extend the limited
warranties for the equipment given at the time of purchase.

For general information regarding Wood-Mizer and our “Forest to Final Form” products,
please refer to the All Products Catalog in your support package.

*Wood-Mizer®  is a registered trademark of Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.
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SECTION 1   SAFETY

1.1 Safety Symbols

The following symbols and signal words call your attention to instructions concerning your
personal safety. Be sure to observe and follow these instructions.

DANGER! indicates an imminently hazardous situation
which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury. 

WARNING! suggests a potentially hazardous situation
which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury. 

CAUTION! refers to potentially hazardous situations which,
if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury or
damage to equipment.

IMPORTANT! indicates vital information.

NOTE: gives helpful information.

Warning stripes are placed on areas where a single decal
would be insufficient. To avoid serious injury, keep out of
the path of any equipment marked with warning stripes.

!
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1.2 Safety Instructions

NOTE: ONLY safety instructions regarding personal injury are listed in this section.
Caution statements regarding only equipment damage appear where applicable
throughout the manual.

Observe Safety Instructions

IMPORTANT! Read the entire Operator's Manual before
operating the MultiHead. Take notice of all safety warnings
throughout this manual and those posted on the machine.
Keep this manual with this machine at all times, regardless
of ownership.

Also read any additional manufacturer’s manuals and
observe any applicable safety instructions including
dangers, warnings, and cautions.

Only persons who have read and understood the entire
operator's manual should operate the MultiHead.
The MultiHead is not intended for use by or around
children.

IMPORTANT! It is always the owner's responsibility to
comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws,
rules and regulations regarding the ownership, and
operation of your Wood-Mizer MultiHead. All Wood-Mizer
MultiHead owners are encouraged to become thoroughly
familiar with these applicable laws and comply with them
fully while using the machine.

!
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Wear Safety Clothing

WARNING! Secure all loose clothing and jewelry before
operating the MultiHead. Failure to do so may result in
serious injury or death.

WARNING! Always wear gloves and eye protection when
handling bandsaw blades. Changing blades is safest when
done by one person! Keep all other persons away from
area when coiling, carrying or changing a blade. Failure to
do so may result in serious injury.

WARNING! Always wear eye, ear, respiration, and foot
protection when operating or servicing the MultiHead.

Keep MultiHead And Area Around MultiHead Clean

DANGER! Maintain a clean and clear path for all necessary
movement around the MultiHead and lumber stacking
areas. Failure to do so will result in serious injury.

Dispose Of Sawing By-Products Properly

IMPORTANT! Always properly dispose of all sawing
by-products, including sawdust and other debris.!
Safety MHdoc082911 1-3
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Check MultiHead Before Operation

DANGER! Make sure all guards and covers are in place
and secured before operating MultiHead. Failure to do so
may result in serious injury.

Keep Persons Away

DANGER! Keep all persons out of the path of moving
equipment and lumber when operating the MultiHead.
Failure to do so will result in serious injury.

DANGER! Always be sure all persons are out of the path of
the blade before starting the motor. Failure to do so will
result in serious injury.

WARNING! Allow blades to come to a complete stop before
entering area protected by perimeter fence. Failure to do so
will result in serious injury.

WARNING! Use the tension release handle to push the
blade wheel against the brake before opening the blade
housing cover. Failure to do so will result in serious injury.
1-4 MHdoc082911 Safety
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Keep Hands Away 

DANGER! Always shut off the MultiHead before changing
the blade. Failure to do so will result in serious injury.

DANGER! Motor components can become very hot during
operation. Avoid contact with any part of a hot motor.
Contact with hot motor components can cause serious
burns. Therefore, never touch or perform service functions
on a hot motor. Allow the motor to cool sufficiently before
beginning any service function. 

DANGER! Always keep hands away from moving bandsaw
blade. Failure to do so will result in serious injury.

DANGER! Always be aware of and take proper protective
measures against rotating shafts, pulleys, fans, etc. Always
stay a safe distance from rotating members and make sure
that loose clothing or long hair does not engage rotating
members resulting in possible injury.

WARNING! Always stop the saw heads whenever the
MultiHead is not cutting. Failure to do so may result in
serious injury.

WARNING! Use extreme caution when spinning the blade
wheels by hand. Make sure hands are clear of blade and
wheel spokes before spinning. Failure to do so may result
in serious injury.
Safety MHdoc082911 1-5
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Use Proper Maintenance Procedures

DANGER! Make sure all electrical installation, service
and/or maintenance work is performed by a qualified
electrician and is in accordance with applicable electrical
codes.

DANGER! Hazardous voltage inside the electric MultiHead
disconnect box, control boxes, and at the motors can cause
shock, burns, or death. Disconnect and lock out power
supply before servicing! Keep all electrical component
covers closed and securely fastened during MultiHead
operation.

WARNING! Consider all electrical circuits energized and
dangerous.

WARNING! Disconnect and lock out power supply before
servicing the MultiHead! Failure to do so may result in
serious injury.

WARNING! Never assume or take the word of another
person that the power is off; check it out and lock it out.

WARNING! Do not wear rings, watches, or other jewelry
while working around an open electrical circuit.

WARNING! Remove the blade before performing any
service to the motors or MultiHead. Failure to do so may
result in serious injury.

DANGER! Never clean the blade or blade wheels using the
hand-held brush or scraper whilst the saw blade is in
motion.
1-6 MHdoc082911 Safety
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Keep Safety Labels In Good Condition

IMPORTANT! Always be sure that all safety decals are
clean and readable. Replace all damaged safety decals to
prevent personal injury or damage to the equipment.
Contact your local distributor, or call your Customer Service
Representative to order more decals.

IMPORTANT! If replacing a component which has a safety
decal affixed to it, make sure the new component also has
the safety decal affixed.

!
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SECTION 2   OPERATION

2.1 Control Overview

1. Control Panel

See Figure 2-1. The control panel includes switches to start and stop the feed track and
each saw head. 

NOTE: None of the controls will function if the perimeter
fence is not in the raised position. The saw blades also
must be tensioned with 50 psi (345kPa) of recommended
settings to operate the control panel.

2. Track Feed

To start the feed track, press the START button. To stop the track, press the STOP button.

3. Key Switch

The key switch has three positions:

“0” position - all electrical circuits are off,

  position - all electrical circuits are on,

 position - releases the motor disk brake, the blade and the track feed motors
are off.

FIG. 2-1 CONTROL PANEL COMPONENTS.

START

STOP
STOP

START START STARTSTART START START
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4. Blade/Track Stop

Push the blade/track stop button to stop all saw and track feed motors. Use the track feed
and saw start buttons to restart the resaw.

5. Emergency Stop

Push the emergency stop button to stop all saw and track feed motors. Turn the
emergency stop clockwise to release the stop. The resaw will not restart until the
emergency stop is released. 

6. Remote Control Box

See Figure 2-2. There are two controls at the outfeed end of the resaw. These controls
allow the track to be started and stopped and saw motors to be shut down by an operator
located at the end of the resaw.

Push the emergency stop button to shut off all saw and track motors. The resaw
must be restarted at the control panel. Twist the emergency stop clockwise to
release the stop.

The track feed switch can be used by the off-bearer to stop the feed track. Press the
STOP button to stop the track. Restart the track by pressing the START button. 

FIG. 2-2

Emergency Stop Track Feed
Operation MHdoc082911 2-2
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2.2 Multihead Setup

IMPORTANT! Before starting to use the Mutihead you have
to meet the following conditions:

Set up the Multihead on firm and level ground.

The Multihead can be operated with the sawdust collection system only.

The Multihead can be operated under roof only.

The Multihead can be operated in temperature range from -15o C to 40o C only.

The Multihead operator’s position is shown below.

Have a qualified electrician install the power supply (according to EN 60204
Standard). The power supply must meet the specifications given in the table
below. 

See Table 2-1.   Depending on the number of saw heads, you should use different circuit
breakers and power cord cross sections. See the table below for the required connection

!

mh0232

Operator
Position

Operator
Position
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specifications.

IMPORTANT! When starting the machine for the first time,
check that blade rotation direction is as indicated by the
arrow located on the blades covers. If the rotation direction
is incorrect, invert the phases in the phase inverter located
in the power socket (electric box). Setting the phases in the
phase inverter correctly will ensure correct rotation
directions of all machine motors.

IMPORTANT! When starting the machine for the first time,
let it run without any load for 1-2 hours. It will let the infeed
and outfeed tables drive components to grind in.

The resaw can be lifted using the forklift only. Forklift must be rated for at least
4000kg. Resaw is equipped with forklift pockets. Insert the forks into the pockets

Number 
of saw heads

Circuit Breaker
[A]

Power Cord 
Cross Section

[mm2]
2 45 6
4 86 16
6 128 25

TABLE 2-1

!

!
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shown on the picture below. Secure the forks using the clamp bolts.

FIG. 2-3

Forklift Sockets
2-5 MHdoc082911 Operation
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2.3 Hydraulic Overview

The hydraulic system has a cartridge filter, flow control valve, reservoir with in-line suction
filter, pump motor, and hydraulic lines and fittings.

1. Hydraulic Fluid

Use a good grade of automatic transmission fluid (ATF) such as DEXRON II for most
installations and climate conditions.

2. Filter (Cartridge)

See Figure 2-4. The cartridge filter is a replaceable type S28 hydraulic filter.

3. Hydraulic Pump/Motor

The hydraulic pump is powered by a 4 horsepower electric motor. All adjustments are
factory set.

FIG. 2-4

Cartridge
Filter

Breather
Cap

Fluid Level
Sight Gauge

Hydraulic Pump
Motor

Fluid
Reservoir

MH0061-1
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4. Flow Control Valve

The flow control valve lever controls the Feed Rate (conveyor track speed).  The valve
provides feed rates from 0 to 100+ feet (30 m) per minute.

See Figure 2-5. Adjust the Track Feed Rate by unscrewing the valve handle, pivoting the
indicator to the desired speed, and retightening the handle.

FIG. 2-5

0 1 2 3 4 
 6 7 8 9 10

5

Adjust to
desired setting

Locking
Knob

MH0061-2
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2
2.4 Perimeter Fence Operation

To remove and install blades or perform any service that requires access to the moving
parts of the MultiHead, lower the perimeter fence.

See Figure 2-6. Lowering the perimeter fence disables all electric functions of the resaw.
This safety feature protects persons from accidental injury caused by moving parts or
blades. When service is complete, return the perimeter fence to its raised position. This
will enable the resaw to be started at the control panel.

WARNING! Allow blades to come to a complete stop before
entering area protected by perimeter fence. Failure to do so
will result in serious injury.

FIG. 2-6

Lower
Perimeter

Fence
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2.5 Saw Blade Removal

WARNING! Allow blades to come to a complete stop before
entering area protected by perimeter fence. Failure to do so
will result in serious injury.

WARNING! Always wear gloves and eye protection when
handling bandsaw blades. Changing blades is safest when
done by one person! Keep all other persons away from
area when coiling, carrying or changing a blade. Failure to
do so may result in serious injury.

1. Open the blade covers by pulling on the knob until the covers rest in the open position.
The blade covers are counterbalanced for ease of operation.

See Figure 2-7. 

FIG. 2-7

MH0243-PL1

Blade Cover Knob
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2. Release the blade tension on all saw heads by turning the tensioner relief valve
counterclockwise.

See Figure 2-8. 

3. Release the remainder of the tension from the blade to be removed by turning the check
valve on the saw head clockwise. As you turn the check valve, pull up on the tension
release lever. This will push the idle blade wheel against the wheel brake and create
enough slack in the blade for removal.

See Figure 2-9. 

4. Remove the blade, wipe it dry, and set aside.

FIG. 2-8

FIG. 2-9

Turn valve
counterclockwise
to release blade
tension

MH0061-4

MH0243-1

Turn check valve
clockwise

Pull release lever to push
blade wheel against brake
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2.6 Saw Blade Installation

WARNING! Always wear gloves and eye protection when
handling bandsaw blades. Changing blades is safest when
done by one person! Keep all other persons away from
area when coiling, carrying or changing a blade. Failure to
do so may result in serious injury.

See Figure 2-10. Uncoil a blade and install it around the two blade wheels. Make sure the
teeth located between the blade guide assemblies point to the drive side of the machine.
Insert the blade between the guide rollers and guide blocks.

See Figure 2-11. Push the blade onto the wheels. 1" blades should be placed so the
gullet is even with the front edge of the blade wheels (+0, -1/16"). 1 1/4" blades should be
placed so the gullet is out from the front edge of the wheels 1/8" (+0, -1/16"). Make sure

FIG. 2-10

MH0243-2-PL1Teeth between guides
pointing to drive side
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the back edge of the blade does not touch the back of the blade housing.

FIG. 2-11

1 1/4" Blade

1/8"
(+0, -1/16")

1" Blade

Even
(+0, -1/16")
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To Tension All Blades

1. Check blades for proper installation.

2. Turn the tensioner relief valve clockwise to close.  Pump the tensioner handle until the
tension gauge indicates the desired setting.

See Figure 2-12. 

See Table 2-2.   Recommended tension setting for the blades you are using are listed
below.

*NOTE: You should tension the blades 200-300 pounds
(91-136kg) more than shown in the above table when first
setting up the MultiHead. After you start the machine and
the wheel tires and blades heat up, the blade tension will
drop. Monitor the tension gauge as you operate the resaw.
Apply tension as necessary to maintain the recommended
setting for the blades you are using.

CAUTION! Remove tension from the blades when the
MultiHead is not in use.

FIG. 2-12

Blade Size Acceptable Range* Best
.035" x 1" 1500-1800 psi

(10340kPa-12410kPa)
1700 psi

(11721kPa)
.042" x 1" 1800-2100 psi

(12410kPa-14479kPa)
2000 psi

(13790kPa)
.035" x 1 1/4" 1800-2100 psi

(12410kPa-14479kPa)
2000 psi

(13790kPa)
.042" x 1 1/4" 2100-2400 psi

(14479kPa-16547kPa)
2300 psi

(15858kPa)

TABLE 2-2

Turn valve
clockwise
to close

MH0061-6

Pump handle
to tension

blades

Tension
Gauge
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Using these guidelines for blade tension allows room for variances while maintaining
good cutting performance.

To Tension Selected Blades

During some operations you may not want to run all the saw blades. If you intend to
operate the resaw with one or more heads not cutting, remove the blade from the saw
heads that will not be used.

Follow Steps 1-2 as before to tension remaining blades. The tension assemblies of heads
without blades will contact a stop bracket and allow the tensioning system to operate as if
all the heads had blades installed.

Saw Blade Tracking

Once you have installed and tensioned the blades, you will need to make sure that they
travel on the blade wheels properly.

1. Spin the blade wheels by hand several times to allow the blade to locate itself on the
wheels.

WARNING! Use extreme caution when spinning the blade
wheels by hand. Make sure hands are clear of blade and
wheel spokes before spinning. Failure to do so may result
in serious injury.

2. After the blades have come to a complete stop, check that each blade is positioned
properly on the blade wheels.

See Figure 2-13. 1" blades should be placed so the gullet is even with the front edge of
the blade wheels (+0, -1/16" [1,6mm]). 1 1/4" blades should be placed so the gullet is out
from the front edge of the wheels 1/8"(3mm) (+0, -1/16"[1,6mm]). Make sure the back
Operation MHdoc102511 2-14
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edge of the blade does not touch the back of the blade housing.

3. If the blade is too far out on the idle side blade wheel turn the adjustment lever clockwise
one quarter turn. If the blade is too far back on the idle side wheel, turn the lever
counterclockwise one quarter turn. Adjust blade tension if necessary. Spin wheels by
hand and recheck blade position on wheels. Adjust the lever in quarter-turn increments
until the blade is positioned correctly on the wheels.

FIG. 2-13

1 1/4" Blade

1/8"
(+0, -1/16")

1" Blade

Even
(+0, -1/16")
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See Figure 2-14. 

4. After the blade is properly positioned on the blade wheels, you should check the position
of the blade in relation to the blade guides. The back edge of the blade should be 1/16"
(1.5 mm) from the flange of the blade guide rollers and back disks. See Section 4.2 of this
manual if adjustment of the blade guide rollers is required.

5. Close all blade housing covers and raise the perimeter fence.

DANGER! Make sure all guards and covers are in place
and secured before operating MultiHead. Failure to do so
may result in serious injury.

FIG. 2-14

MH0062-1

Idle Blade Wheel 
Adjustment Handle
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2.7 Saw Height Adjustment

You can raise or lower each individual saw head to determine the thickness of the
finished stock. The saw heads should be adjusted so that the last blade the material
passes through is closest to the feed track.

Example: You want to cut cants into 1/2" (12.5 mm) pallet material. Assuming your
MultiHead has six cutting heads, you will need to adjust each head in 9/16" (14.0 mm)
increments up from the feed track. This will allow 1/16" (1.5 mm) kerf for each blade.

See Figure 2-15. The sixth saw head (last one the material will pass through) should be
adjusted to 1/2" (12.5 mm) above the feed track. The fifth head should be adjusted to
1 1/16" (26.5 mm) above the track, fourth head 1 5/8" (40.5 mm), etc....

FIG. 2-15
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See Figure 2-16. Use the up/down crank handle to raise or lower each saw head.
Turning the crank clockwise will raise the saw head, counterclockwise will lower the saw
head.

See Figure 2-17. Raise or lower the saw head until the desired setting is obtained on the
scale located on the vertical upright supporting the saw head.

NOTE: The scale should be used to approximate the location of the blade above the
track. Belt thickness, blade kerf, and other variables will cause actual finished
thicknesses to vary. You should run some test material through the saw and check the
resulting material thickness. Adjust the saw heads up or down as necessary to obtain the
desired finished thickness.

FIG. 2-16)

FIG. 2-17

MH0243-3

Turn crank clockwise to raise blade;
counterclockwise to lower blade

6

7

8

9

Scale indicates blade
is 6" (150 mm)

above feed track
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2-19 MHdoc082911 Operation

2.8 Fence Adjustment

A fence is located at the infeed end of the MultiHead. The fence will help guide the cants
straight down the track.

Before operating the MultiHead, you should adjust the fence for the width of material you
will be cutting.

Example: If you are cutting 6" (150 mm) wide material, you should adjust the fence so it
opens to a little over 6" (150 mm) from the inside wall of the track.

See Figure 2-18. Loosen the locking nuts and adjust the stop bolts so the fence stops at
6 1/4" (155 mm) from the inside wall.

FIG. 2-18

Fence

Fence Stop
Bolt

Lock
Nut

Adjust fence to width
of cant +1/4" (5 mm)
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2.9 Blade Guide Arm Adjustment

The outside blade guide arm can be adjusted in or out depending on the width of the
material to be cut. The arm should be adjusted 1" (25 mm) wider than the material to be
cut.

Example: If the material to be cut is 6" (150 mm) wide, adjust the blade guide arm so the
area between the blade guides is 7" (175 mm) wide.

See Figure 2-19. The outer blade guide can be adjusted in or out 2" (50 mm) without
disassembling the blade guide arm from the saw head. Simply loosen the mounting bolts
and slide the arm in or out. Retighten the mounting bolts.

Example: If the most common sizes you will saw are 4" (100 mm) and 6" (150 mm) you
can mount the arm in a set of holes so when the arm is pushed all the way in against the
mounting slots it is 5" (125 mm) from the inside guide. When you want to saw 6" (150
mm) material, loosen the mounting bolts and pull the blade guide arm all the way out
against the mounting slots. The blade guide will now be 7" (175 mm) from the inside
guide.

If the blade guide arm needs to be adjusted more than 2" (50 mm), remove the mounting
bolts and move the blade guide arm to a different set of mounting holes. Replace the
mounting bolts.

FIG. 2-19

MH0243-4

Bolts

Blade
Guide Arm
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2.10 Machine Start

DANGER! Before starting the MultiHead, perform these
steps to avoid injury and/or damage to the equipment:

Close all blade covers and replace any guards removed for service.

Check the feed track and remove all loose objects such as tools, wood, etc.

Check that all blades are properly tensioned.

Make sure all persons are clear and raise the perimeter fence to its upward position.

Check that the emergency stops at both ends of the MutliHead are released.

NOTE: The MutliHead will not start if:

There is not sufficient tension on the saw blades.

The perimeter fence is not raised.

The emergency stops at each end of the machine are not released.

Before starting the saw heads, check that the main power switch servicing the MultiHead
is on.

6. Blade Drive

To start the blade motor, turn the key switch to the  position.
2-21 MHdoc082911 Operation
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See Figure 2-20. Start each saw head motor beginning at the first saw head. Push the
button labeled "1" on the saw start panel. The motor on the nearest saw head should start
and the blade start spinning.

CAUTION! Wait five (5) seconds between the start of each
saw head motor to avoid high peak demand currents.

Start the remaining saw head motors in succession (#2, #3...), waiting five seconds
between starting each motor.

To stop the motors, push the emergency stop or the Blade/track Stop on the control panel.
The saw motors also may be stopped by pushing the Emergency Stop button at the
outfeed end of the resaw.

If either emergency stop is used to stop the saw head motors, rotate the switch clockwise
to release the stop. The saw heads cannot be restarted until the EMergency Stop is
released.

See Figure 2-21. After at least one saw head has been successfully started, the feed
track can be started. To start the feed track and feed rollers, turn the track feed switch on
the control panel to the START position and release. The switch will return to the ON
position and the track will start. The track can also be started in the same manner with the

FIG. 2-20
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switch at the outfeed end of the resaw.

The feed track can be stopped by pressing the blade/track stop button or the emergency
stop on the control panel. The emergency stop at the outfeed end of the resaw will also
stop the feed track. Either emergency stop button will shut down the saw head motors as
well as the feed track.

If you just want to stop the track without stopping the saw blades, use the track feed
switch on the control panel or at the outfeed end of the resaw. Turn the switch to the OFF
position to stop the feed track.

NOTE: The track cannot be started from either control until
the one used to stop the track is returned to ON. Once the
track feed switch is returned to the ON position, the track
can be started with either control.

NOTE: The track cannot be started until at least one saw
head motor has been started.

FIG. 2-21
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See Figure 2-22. The speed at which the feed track moves is adjustable. The track feed
rate valve allows the operator to adjust the feed rate from 0 to 100+ feet (30 m) per
minute.

To adjust the feed rate, turn the locking knob counterclockwise. Rotate the valve handle
to the desired feed setting. Turn the locking knob clockwise to lock handle in position.

Factors that will determine what feed rate you can use include:

Width of material to be cut. Eight-inch material will require a slower feed rate than 1"
material.

Hardness of material to be cut. Some woods that are seasoned or naturally very
hard will require slower feed rates.

Sharpness of blades. Dull or improperly sharpened blades will require slower feed
rates than sharp and properly maintained blades.

Off-bearing capability. Your ability to feed end-to-end will also determine what feed
rate you can use.

FIG. 2-22
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2.11 Machine Shutdown

See Figure 2-23. If at any time you wish to stop the feed track during the operation, you
can use the track feed switch on the control panel or at the outfeed end of the resaw. Turn
the switch to the OFF position to stop the feed track. Restart the track by turning the
switch to the START position. When you release the switch, it will return to the ON
position and the track will start.

NOTE: The track cannot be restarted until the switch used
to stop the track is returned to the ON position. Once the
track feed switch is returned to ON, the track can be
restarted from either control.

NOTE: The track cannot be started until at least one saw
head motor is started.

FIG. 2-23
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See Figure 2-24. The feed track can also be stopped by pressing the emergency stop
button on the control panel or at the outfeed end of the resaw. The emergency stop stops
the saw blade motors as well as the feed track. Release the stop by turning the button
clockwise. After the stop is released, the saw motors and track can be restarted.

See Figure 2-25. The feed track will also stop when the blade/track stop button on the
control panel is pressed. The blade/track button stops all saw blade motors and the feed
track. Restart the track with the track feed button as described above.

The saw blade motors can be shut off with the blade/track stop button on the control
panel. The emergency stop button on the control panel and at the outfeed end of the
resaw will also stop all saw blade motors. Turn the emergency stop clockwise to release
the stop and restart the saw blade motors with the saw start panel buttons on the control
panel.

FIG. 2-24

FIG. 2-25
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2.12 Operation Procedure

1. Install blades if necessary.

WARNING! Always wear gloves and eye protection when
handling bandsaw blades. Changing blades is safest when
done by one person! Keep all other persons away from
area when coiling, carrying or changing a blade. Failure to
do so may result in serious injury.

2. Close blade covers and raise perimeter fence.

WARNING! Allow blades to come to a complete stop before
entering area protected by perimeter fence. Failure to do so
will result in serious injury.

3. Tension blades to recommended setting.

4. Spin blade wheels by hand.

WARNING! Use extreme caution when spinning the blade
wheels by hand. Make sure hands are clear of blade and
wheel spokes before spinning. Failure to do so may result
in serious injury.

5. Check alignment of blades on the blade wheels and blade guides. Adjust as necessary.

6. Raise or lower each saw head to desired setting.

7. Adjust fence to width of material to be cut.

8. Adjust blade guide arm to width of material to be cut.

9. Adjust feed rate valve setting to desired track speed.

10. Perform pre-start check.

DANGER! Make sure all guards and covers are in place
and secured before operating MultiHead. Failure to do so
may result in serious injury.

11. Start saw blade motors.

DANGER! Always be sure all persons are out of the path of
the blade before starting the motor. Failure to do so will
2-27 MHdoc082911 Operation
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result in serious injury.

WARNING! Always wear eye, ear, respiration, and foot
protection when operating or servicing the MultiHead.

CAUTION! Wait five (5) seconds between start of each saw
head motor to avoid high peak demand currents.

12. Place test material on feed track and start feed track.

DANGER! Always be aware of and take proper protective
measures against rotating shafts, pulleys, fans, etc. Always
stay a safe distance from rotating members and make sure
that loose clothing or long hair does not engage rotating
members resulting in possible injury.

13. Allow test material to pass through all blades.

14. Shut off saw blades and feed track. Measure finished material and adjust saw heads up
or down as necessary. Repeat with test material until desired finished dimension is
obtained.

15. Restart saw blades and feed track.

16. Feed material into first feed roller. Return unfinished material to be re-fed into the resaw. 

NOTE: See merry-go-round instructions, if operating
MultiHead equipped with merry-go-round handling system.

17. Monitor blade tension as operation continues. Adjust blade tension if required.

18. Stop all saw motors and feed track if material jam occurs. Lower perimeter fence to
service machine or remove jammed material.

WARNING! Allow blades to come to a complete stop before
entering area protected by perimeter fence. Failure to do so
will result in serious injury.

19. After operation is complete, shut off saw blade motors and feed track.

20. Release blade tension if done sawing for the day.

CAUTION! Remove tension from the blades when the
MultiHead is not in use.
Operation MHdoc082911 2-28
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SECTION 3   MAINTENANCE

This section lists the maintenance procedures that need to be performed. 

Routine and Periodic Maintenance Schedules are included. Keep track of machine
maintenance by filling in the machine hours and the date you perform each procedure. 

This symbol identifies the interval (hours of operation) which each maintenance
procedure should be performed.

3.1 Blade Guides

WARNING! Disconnect and lock out power supply before
servicing the MultiHead! Failure to do so may result in
serious injury.

Each MultiHead saw head has two blade guide assemblies that help the blade maintain a
straight cut.

The two blade guide assemblies are positioned on the saw head and guide the blade on
each side of the material being cut.

One blade guide assembly is mounted in a stationary position on the drive side of the saw
head. This assembly is referred to as the "inner" or “drive” blade guide assembly.

The other blade guide assembly is mounted on the idle side of the saw head. It is referred
to as the "outer" or “idle” assembly and is adjustable for various widths of materials to be
processed.

0
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See Figure 3-1. Inner and Outer Blade Guides.

All of the HR1000 blade guide assemblies have been pre-aligned at the factory. Proper
blade guide alignment insures that properly sharpened and set blades will maintain a
straight, accurate cut at the highest feed rates possible.

As you operate the HR1000, the blade guides may move out of their factory alignment. If
you experience sawing problems and have eliminated other causes such as dull blades,
sap buildup, improper blade set, etc..., perform the Blade Guide Alignment (See Section
4.3).

Check the rollers for performance and wear every blade change. Make sure the rollers
are clean and spinning freely. If not, rebuild them. Replace any rollers which have worn
smooth or have become cone shaped. See HR1000 Parts manual for blade guide rebuild
kits and complete roller assemblies.

FIG. 3-1
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3-3 MHdoc082911 Maintenance

3.2 Saw Head Up/Down Pad Adjustment

The saw heads slide up and down the mounting tubes on nylon pads assembled between
the mounting tube and the saw head tube. If the fit between the tubes becomes so loose
that the saw head vibrates excessively, the nylon pads can be adjusted.

1. Locate the four adjustment screws on the saw head tube behind the drive side blade
pulley.

See Figure 3-2. 

2. Loosen the jam nuts at all six locations.

3. Turn each screw clockwise until it just bottoms out.

4. Recheck the fit of the saw head tube. Avoid adjusting the screws so tightly that the saw
head becomes difficult to raise or lower. Adjust the screws in quarter-turn increments until
the desired adjustment is obtained. Re-tighten jam nuts to maintain the adjustment.

FIG. 3-2
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3.3 Blade Height Indicator Adjustment

The blade height indicator on each saw head should indicate the distance from the
bottom of the down-set teeth of the blade to the feed track. If the scale shows a different
reading than the actual measurement from the down-set tooth to the track, loosen the
locking set screw at the bottom of the indicator. 

See Figure 3-3. Raise or lower the indicator until it indicates the actual measurement
between the down-set tooth and feed track. Retighten the set screw.

FIG. 3-3
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3.4 Blade Tension Shutoff Switch Adjustment

The blade tension shutoff switch shuts down the MutliHead if any of the blades break.
The switch is adjusted at the factory to shutoff if the blade tension pressure falls below a
certain level.
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3
3.5 Blade Wheel Bearing Lubrication

See Figure 3-4. Lubricate the blade wheel hub bearings every 750 hours of operation
with a high-quality synthetic grease such as Amoco Rycon #2 or Chevron SRI #2.
To lubricate, follow these steps:

1. Remove the end seal from the hub cap.

2. Pump grease from a grease gun into the grease fitting until the new grease is seen exiting
the hub bearings.

3. Replace the end seal.

FIG. 3-4
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3.6 Blade Wheel Belt Replacement

Inspect the belts around each blade wheel every forty hours of operation. Check that the
belts are not worn to a point that a tensioned blade touches the metal wheel. Operating
the MultiHead with worn blade wheel belts will lead to premature blade breakage.
Replace the belts as necessary to prevent the blade from contacting the wheels.

40
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3.7 Drive Belt Tension

See Figure 3-5. Check the drive belt tension after the first five hours of operation, again
after five hours of operation, and every eight hours of operation thereafter. 

The belt should have 7/16" (11 mm) deflection with 7 lbs. (3,2kg) of deflection force. 

CAUTION! Always keep proper tension on the drive belt.
Keeping the drive belt too loose or too tight will result in its
premature wear.

FIG. 3-5
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3.8 Drive Belt Tension Adjustment

WARNING! Do not for any reason adjust the drive belt
while the motor is running. Adjusting the drive belt with the
motor running may result in serious injury.

See Figure 3-6. To adjust the drive belt, perform the following steps:

1. Loosen the four motor mounting bolts,

2. Use the adjustment bolts to adjust the drive belt tension. NOTE: Be sure to adjust the
bolts evenly. See Section 3.7 for the drive belt deflection parameters. 

3. Tighten the four motor mounting bolts.

Periodically check the drive belt for wear. Replace if damaged or worn.  

FIG. 3-6
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See Figure 3-7. Keep the motor pulley and the drive pulley aligned to avoid premature
belt wear. To align the motor pulley to the drive pulley, loosen the set screw in the motor
pulley and slide the pulley on the shaft until it is in line with the drive pulley. Make sure the
drive belt tension has not changed when the adjustment is complete. 

FIG. 3-7
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3.9 Hydraulic Pump Lubrication

The hydraulic pump bearings require lubrication once a year. It is recommended that one
or two strokes of grease from a grease gun is applied to the rolling bearings.2080
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3.10 Feed Roller Pivot Lubrication

A grease fitting is located at the pivot point of each feed roller assembly. Grease each
feed roller pivot with lithium grease every forty hours of operation.

NOTE: When adjusting the drive belt tension, be sure to maintain the alignment of the
motor perpendicular to the drive belt to prevent premature belt wear.

40
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3.11 Feed Roller Assembly Rebuild

Check the feed roller assemblies for sprocket wear every 480 hours of operation.
Each feed roller has individual sprockets which can be reassembled in a different order as
necessary. If sprocket wear is affecting roller performance, rebuild the roller as follows.
To rebuild:

1. Use the lift handle to access the roller. 

2. Unbolt the sprocket retaining plate. 

3. Remove the bolts, washers and plate. 

4. Remove the sprockets and spacer rings from the shaft weldment and reinstall in the
desired order. 

5. Reinstall the retaining plate, washers and bolts. 

6. Store the lift handle separate from the machine; do not leave the handle in the feed roller
shaft.

480
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3.12 Feed Track Bearing Lubrication

The feed track bearings are greased at the factory and should not require regreasing
during the life of the bearing.
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3.13 Feed Tube Sawdust Removal

A rake is supplied that can be fitted to the MultiHead feed track to clear sawdust from the
feed track tube. The rake should be used after every eight hours of operation.

1. Locate the modified link in the feed track. (It is shorter than the other links for easy
identification.)

2. Raise the perimeter guard and restore power to the MultiHead.

3. Turn the feed track on until the modified link starts around the drive sprocket and the gap
before the modified link is at its widest.

See Figure 3-8. 

4. Stop the feed track, lower the perimeter guard and slide the rake onto the modified link.

5. Raise all cutting heads so the rake will clear all blades and blade guides.

6. Raise the perimeter guard and turn the feed track on. The rake will travel through the feed
tube and scrape sawdust out the end.

7. Stop the feed track just before the rake enters the drive end of the track tube.

8. Lower the perimeter guard and remove the track rake. DO NOT perform sawing
operations until the rake is removed from the track.

9. Store the rake on the lip of the electrical junction box located at the drive end of the feed
track.

10. Repeat use of the track rake after every eight hours of operation.

FIG. 3-8
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3.14 Hydraulic System Maintenance

1. Check the hydraulic tank fluid every forty hours of operation. The sight gauge on the tank
should indicate a fluid level between LOW and HIGH. Add an all-season hydraulic fluid
such as Exxon Univis HVI 26 as needed to maintain proper fluid level.

If the fluid appears brown or cloudy, has an unusual ’burnt’ odor, or if there is a sudden
rise in oil temperature above 160°, completely drain the hydraulic tank and refill with new
fluid. Also, remove and clean the suction strainer from the end of the hydraulic tank. Blow
out any debris from the strainer and clean with a non-petroleum solvent before reinstalling
to the tank. 

2. Inspect the hydraulic lines and fittings for leaks every forty hours of operation or as fluid
appears around the machine.

3. Replace the S28 cartridge filter on the back of the hydraulic fluid tank every 480 hours of
operation.

4. Completely drain the reservoir and refill with new fluid every 2080 hours of operation.
Also, remove and clean the suction strainer from the end of the hydraulic tank. Blow out
any debris from the strainer and clean with a non-petroleum solvent before reinstalling to
the tank.

40

40

480
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3.15 Perimeter Fence Pivot Lubrication

A grease fitting is located at each pivot point of the perimeter fence. Grease each pivot
with lithium grease every forty hours.40
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3.16 Saw Head Mounting Tube Lubrication

Lubricate the tube that each saw head travels up and down with Teflon every forty hours
of operation.40
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3.17 Tension Assembly Lubrication

Apply dry graphite or a Teflon lubricant to the tension assembly and housing of each saw
head every forty hours of operation.40
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3.18 Tensioner Screw Adjustment

A brass-tipped set screw is used to maintain a tight fit between the tensioner bar and its
housing. If the tensioner fit becomes loose, the set screw should be tightened. To tighten:

1. Locate the tensioner set screw and loosen the jam nut. 

2. Turn the set screw clockwise until tight, then back out 1/4 turn. 

3. Re-tighten the jam nut.

See Table 3-1.   The switch may need to be adjusted if the MutliHead does not shut off
when a blade breaks or if different size blades are to be used.

To adjust the shutoff switch:

1. Disconnect the incoming power supply to the MultiHead.

2. Install a blade to each saw head. Tension the blades to the recommended shutoff switch
setting shown above.

FIG. 3-8

Blade Used Shutoff Switch Setting
.035" x 1" 1450 P.S.I
.042" x 1" 1750 P.S.I.

.035" x 1 1/4" 1750 P.S.I.

.042" x 1 1/4" 2050 P.S.I.

TABLE 3-1

Tensioner Bar
Adjustment Screw

MH0243-9
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3. Locate the shutoff switch under the blade tension gauge. Loosen the switch cover screw
and remove the cover.

See Figure 3-9. 

4. Locate the adjustment dial slots. Use a flat screwdriver in the slots to pry the adjustment
dial to the right (clockwise as viewed from bottom).

5. Turn the adjustment dial until the shutoff switch is activated (indicated by a "click" sound).

6. Replace the shutoff switch cover and tighten the cover screw.

FIG. 3-9
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3.19 Up/Down Drive Lubrication

The mechanism that raises and lowers each saw head includes a threaded drive rod
located under the saw head motor. Apply a generous amount of Teflon lubricant to the
threaded rod every forty hours of operation.

40
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3.20 Routine Maintenance Schedule

See Table 3-2.   The following table indicates recommended maintenance and lubrication
intervals.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE SECTION 8
HOURS

40 
HOURS

480 
HOURS

750 
HOURS

2080
HOURS

Check Blade Guide Assemblies 3.1
Drive Belt Tension (Check after first 

1/2 hour, first 4 hours, and daily 
thereafter)

3.7

Remove Feed Tube Sawdust 3.13
Inspect Blade Wheel Belts 3.6

Lubricate Feed Roller Pivots 3.10
Inspect Hydraulic Fluid Level 3.14

Inspect Hydraulic Lines and Fittings 3.14
Lubricate Perimeter Fence Pivots 3.15

Lubricate Saw Head Mounting Tube 3.16
Lubricate Tensioner Assemblies 3.17
Lubricate Up/Down Drive Rods 3.19
Rebuild Feed Roller Assemblies 3.11

Replace Hydraulic Fluid Filter 3.14
Grease Blade Wheel Hub Bearings 3.5
Lubricate Electric Motor Bearings 3.9

Drain and Refill Hydraulic Tank Fluid 3.14

TABLE 3-2
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3.21 Periodic Maintenance

See Table 3-3.   Good maintenance is essential to keep the MultiHead safe and in good
operating condition. In addition to the routine maintenance listed above, periodic checks
of the entire machine should be made.

WARNING! Disconnect and lock out power supply before
servicing the MultiHead! Failure to do so may result in
serious injury.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE SECTION
Check Blade Height Indicator Reading 3.3

Check Blade Tension Shutoff Switch Adjustment 3.4
Check Saw Head Up/Down Pad Adjustment 3.2

Check Tensioner Screw Adjustment 3.18
Clear Sawdust From Blade Housings, Motors, Feed Track Sprocket, Feed Track Idle Roller, 

And All Moving Parts
3.13

Check Electrical Cords/Conduits And Hydraulic Hoses For Abrasion --

TABLE 3-3
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3.22 Electrical Problems

Head Will Not Start

Check main disconnect is on

Check both emergency stops

Check perimeter switch

Check pressure switch

Check fuses

Check internal thermostats

Check all phases are on

Cannot Start Track

Check at least one head is running

Check other track switch

Check fuses

Saw Runs Then Shuts Off

Check motor temperature

Motors have internal thermostats that shut off motor when it gets too hot. Motor will
automatically reset when cool and can then be restarted.
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SECTION 4   ALIGNMENT

4.1 Preliminary Alignment

Preliminary alignment is necessary to ensure enough adjustment will be available during
final alignment. 

If a blade has been installed to the saw head, remove it. Preliminary alignment should be
performed without a blade installed.

1. Use the cant adjustment bolt to vertically tilt the wheel so that the top and bottom of each
wheel is an even distance away from the back of the blade housing. 

See Figure 4-1. 

FIG. 4-1
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2. Use a digital level to align the wheels 90° to the track. If adjustment is needed, use the
mounting and adjusting bolts at the base of the saw head mounting tube to tilt the mast as
needed.

See Figure 4-2. 

FIG. 4-2
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3. Hold a straight edge or string across the midpoint of both blade wheels as shown in the
following graphic. 

See Figure 4-3. The straight edge should touch the outside edges of the wheels. If it
does not touch, use the cant screws to adjust as necessary. To move the inside of the
wheel out, tighten the cant screw. To move the inside of the wheel back, loosen the cant
screw.

FIG. 4-3
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4.2 Blade Guide Alignment (Block/Roller)

To reset factory blade guide alignment, follow the procedures listed in this section.

WARNING! Disconnect and lock out power supply before
servicing the MultiHead! Failure to do so may result in
serious injury.

CAUTION! Replace the blade wheel belts and the blade
before realigning the blade guides. You cannot return the
blade guides to their original factory-aligned positions using
worn blade wheel belts.

Saw Head Tilt Adjustment

Install and tension a blade to the saw head. See Section 2.6.

After a blade has been properly installed to each saw head, the saw head must be tilted
so the blade is parallel with the feed track. This will ensure square cuts and accurate
dimensions across the width of the boards.

Screws are located at the base of each saw head which allow you to tilt the saw head
side to side as well as back and forth.

1. Adjust the blade guides so that the rollers are not touching the blade.

2. Raise or lower the saw head so the blade is at an easy-to-measure distance from the
track (e.g., 6" or 150 mm).

See Figure 4-4. Measure from the bottom of the blade to the track at the inside and the
outside of the throat. If the two measurements are exactly equal or up to 1/32" (0.75 mm)
higher on the outside, the blade is parallel to the feed track and no adjustment is
necessary.
4-4 MHdoc102511 Alignment
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3. If the outside dimension is less than the inside dimension, the outside of the saw head
needs to be raised. 

See Figure 4-5. Locate the mounting bolts and adjusting bolts at the base of the saw
head mounting tube.

FIG. 4-4

FIG. 4-5
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To raise the outside of the saw head:

First check the current adjustment of the saw head tilt bolts. If the saw head mount plate
is flat against the frame tube, use the inside set of bolts (A & B) to raise the outside of the
saw head. If the outside adjustment bolts (C & D) are adjusted so they raise the mounting
plate off the frame tube, use the outer set of bolts to raise the outside of the saw head.

Using the inside bolts (A & B) to raise the saw head:

1. Loosen the two inside mounting bolts ‘A’.

2. Turn the adjusting bolts ‘B’ clockwise. Recheck the dimensions from the blade to the
track.

3. Repeat adjustments until the blade measures 1/16" (1.5 mm) higher at the outside of the
saw head. Then tighten mounting bolts ‘A’ until the outside measurement is exactly the
same as or up to 1/32" (0.75 mm) higher than the inside measurement.

Using the outside bolts (C & D) to raise the saw head:

1. Turn the adjusting bolts ‘D’ counterclockwise.

2. Tighten the mounting bolts ‘C’ until the saw head mounting plate is flat against the frame
tube.

3. Recheck the dimensions from the blade to the track.

4. If the outside of the saw head is still lower than the inside, use the inside set of
adjustment bolts ‘A’ and ‘B’ to continue raising the outside of the saw head (See previous
page).

5. If the outside of the saw head is higher than the inside, readjust the outside set of
adjustment bolts to lower the outside of the saw head. Loosen the mounting bolts ‘C’ and
turn the adjusting bolts ‘D’ clockwise.

6. Recheck the dimensions from the blade to the track.

7. Repeat adjustments until the blade measures 1/16" (1.5 mm) higher at the inside of the
saw head. Then tighten mounting bolts ‘C’ until the inside measurement is exactly the
same as or up to 1/32" (0.75 mm) lower than the outside measurement.

8. If the outside dimension is more than 1/32" (0.75 mm) higher than the inside dimension,
the outside of the saw head needs to be lowered.
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To lower the outside of the saw head:

First check the current adjustment of the saw head tilt bolts. If the saw head mount plate
is flat against the frame tube, use the outside set of bolts (C & D) to lower the outside of
the saw head. If the inside adjustment bolts (A & B) are adjusted so they raise the
mounting plate off the frame tube, use the inside set of bolts to lower the outside of the
saw head.

Using the outside bolts (C & D) to lower the saw head:

1. Loosen the two outside mounting bolts ’C’.

2. Turn the adjusting bolts ’D’ counterclockwise. Recheck the dimensions from the blade to
the track.

3. Repeat adjustments until the blade measures the same distance from the track at the
outside and inside of the saw head. Then tighten mounting bolts ‘C’, making sure the
outside measurement remains exactly the same as or up to 1/32" (0.75 mm) higher than
the inside measurement.

Using the inside bolts (A & B) to lower the saw head:

1. Turn the adjusting bolts ‘A’ counterclockwise.

2. Tighten the mounting bolts ‘B’ until the saw head mounting plate is flat against the frame
tube.

3. Recheck the dimensions from the blade to the track.

4. If the outside of the saw head is still higher than the inside, use the outside set of
adjustment bolts ‘C’ and ‘D’ to continue lowering the outside of the saw head (See
previous page).

5. If the outside of the saw head is lower than the inside, readjust the inside set of
adjustment bolts to raise the outside of the saw head. Loosen the mounting bolts ‘A’ and
turn the adjusting bolts ‘B’ clockwise.

6. Recheck the dimensions from the blade to the track.

7. Repeat adjustments until the blade measures 1/16" (1.5 mm) higher at the outside of the
saw head. Then tighten mounting bolts ‘A’ until the inside measurement is exactly the
same as or up to 1/32" (0.75 mm) lower than the outside measurement.
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Prepare Blade Guides For Alignment

1. Remove the deflector guard from the inner blade guide assembly to allow easier viewing
of guide assembly.

2. Install new blade wheel belts and a new blade. Tension the blade and track it on the
wheels.

3. Insert blade guides in blade guide mounting blocks. 

4. Raise both blade guide assemblies. Loosen the blade guide mounting bolts and move the
assembly up so the roller is 1/16" (1.5 mm) from the blade.

Aligning the Blade Guides

Each Wood-Mizer resaw has two blade guide assemblies that help the blade maintain a
straight cut. The two blade guide assemblies are positioned on the cutting head to guide
the blade on each side of the material being cut.

One blade guide assembly is mounted in a stationary position on the drive side of the
cutting head. This assembly is referred to as the "inner" blade guide assembly. 

The other blade guide assembly is mounted on the idle side of the cutting head. It is
referred to as the "outer" assembly and is adjustable for various widths of materials to be
processed.

Blade guide alignment includes four steps:

Blade Deflection,

Blade Guide Vertical Tilt,

Blade Guide Flange Spacing,

Blade Guide Horizontal Tilt.

Perform the blade guide alignment after you have aligned the blade on the wheels. After
blade guide alignment, check the scale indicator to make sure it is adjusted properly (See
Section 3.3).

NOTE: During blade guide alignment, remove the blade guide adjusting screws and
apply a lubricating oil such as 10W30 or Dexron III to each screw. This will prevent the
screws and threaded holes from corroding and make screw adjustments easier.
4-8 MHdoc102511 Alignment
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Blade Deflection

Perform the following steps to achieve proper blade deflection with the blade guides.

1. Raise the carriage until the blade is 200 mm above the feed track. Measure the actual
distance with a tape from the top of the track to the bottom of the blade.

2. Install the blade guides. Make sure the two set screws shown are threaded into the blade
guide shaft until they touch each other.

See Figure 4-6. 

3. Loosen the bottom jam nut and tighten the top jam nut until the blade guide deflects the
blade down 6.0 mm (0.24").

4. Repeat for the other blade guide.

NOTE: Be sure that the blade guide touches the blade in both guide assemblies. The
outer blade guide should be checked with the arm all the way in and all the way out.

Blade Guide Vertical Tilt Adjustment

Check that the blade guide does not tilt the blade up or down. A Blade Guide Alignment
Tool (BGAT) is provided to help you measure the vertical tilt of the blade.

1. Open the blade guide arm 15 mm (0.6") from full open. 

FIG. 4-6

Turn jam nuts to adjust
roller up or down

SM0068
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2. Clamp the alignment tool on the blade. Position the tool close to a blade guide roller.
Be sure the tool does not rest on a tooth or burr, and is lying flat on the blade.

See Figure 4-7. 

3. Measure the distance from the bottom of the tool to the feed track chain at the center of
the tool and then at the front end of the tool.

4. The two distances should be equal. If they differ, adjust the vertical tilt of the blade guide
using the adjustment screws shown in the figure below.

See Figure 4-8.  Loosen the jam nuts on the top and bottom vertical tilt adjustment
screws. To tilt the roller up, loosen the bottom screw and tighten the top screw. To tilt the
roller down, loosen the top screw and tighten the bottom screw. Tighten the jam nuts and

FIG. 4-7

Clip tool to blade

SM0069
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recheck the tilt of the blade. 

5. Measure the distance from the bottom of the tool to the top of the feed track chain at the
rear end of the tool. If the measurement does not equal the other two measurements
taken, readjust the vertical tilt of the blade guide.

6. Move the blade guide alignment tool close to the other blade guide and repeat the above
steps. Adjust the vertical tilt of this guide if necessary. 

NOTE: If major adjustments to blade guide tilt were made, measure the distance between
the blade and the feed track chain again to ensure the correct 6.0 mm (0.24") blade guide
deflection. Adjust if necessary.

Blade Guide Spacing

HINT: When adjusting blade guide spacing, loosen the top set screw and one side set
screw only. This will ensure horizontal and vertical tilt adjustments are maintained when
the set screws are retightened.

1. Adjust the inner blade guide so the blade guide flange is approximately 1.5 – 3.0 mm
(0.06 - 0.12") from the back of the blade.

2. Loosen one side and one top set screw shown. Tap the blade guide forward or backward
until properly positioned.

FIG. 4-8

SM0070

Loosen jam nuts and turn screws
to tilt roller up or down
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See Figure 4-9. 

3. Retighten the two set screws.

4. Adjust the outer blade guide in the same way so the blade guide flange is approximately
1.5 – 3.0 mm (0.06 - 0.12") from the back of the blade.

Blade Guide Horizontal Tilt Adjustment

1. Finally, both blade guides must be tilted horizontally. Adjust the blade guide arm halfway
in.

FIG. 4-9

Loosen one top and
one side set screw

Adjust blade guide
to desired position

SM0071
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See Figure 4-10. 

2. Place the Blade Guide Alignment Tool against the face of the outer blade guide roller.

3. Center the tool on the roller and measure between the back edge of the blade and the
ruler at the end closest to the inner blade guide ("B").

4. Measure between the back edge of the blade and the other end of the ruler ("A").

5. The roller should be tilted slightly to the left (A = B - 6.0 mm [0.24"]).

6. Use the side set screws to adjust the horizontal tilt of the roller.

Repeat steps 3-7 for the inner blade guide roller.

NOTE: Once the blade guides have been adjusted, any cutting variances are most likely
caused by the blade. See the Wood-Mizer® Blade Handbook, Form #600.

FIG. 4-10

50cm
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SECTION 5   SPECIFICATIONS

5.1 Dimensions

See Figure 5-1. The major dimensions of the MultiHead are provided.

See Table 5-1.   Machine weight, height, width and length dimensions are listed below.

FIG. 5-1

Weight (HR1000-6) 7720 lbs. (3502 kg)
Height (with blade 

cover closed)
80" (203.20 cm)

Width (with blade 
cover closed)

94" (238.76 cm)

Length (1-2 head) 13’-10" (4.20 m)
Length (3-4 head) 18’-6" (5.70 m)
Length (5-6 head) 23’-2" (7.10 m)

TABLE 5-1
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5
5.2 Cutting Capacity

See Table 5-2.   The cutting size capacities and blade sizes you can use on the
MultiHead are listed below.

Cutting Length 18" (0.45 m) minimum
96" (2.45 m) maximum

Cutting Height .25" - 12" (0.64 cm - 30.48 cm)
Cutting Width .75” - 12" (1.91 cm - 30.48 cm) 1

1 8" (20.32 cm) maximum if equipped with MGR.

Blade Kerf .070" - .084" (1.52 mm - 2.03 mm)
Blade Width 1" (2.54 cm) or 1.25" (3.18 cm)

Blade Length 17’ - 1" (5.2 m)
Blade Thickness .035" (0.89 mm), .042" (1.07 mm) or .045” (1.14 mm)

TABLE 5-2
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5.3 Motor Specifications

See Table 5-3.   The specifications of the electric motors on the MultiHead are listed
below.

See Table 5-4.   The noise levels of the Wood-Mizer resaw are listed below***.

Motor kW Type RPM@50HZ
Saw Head(s) 15 Totally Enclosed, Fan Cooled 2896

Hydraulic Pump 3 Totally Enclosed, Fan Cooled 2850

TABLE 5-3

Engaged
MULTIHEAD LEX8 = 82,9 dB (A) (cant loading)

LEX8 = 83,7 dB (A) (cant receiving)

TABLE 5-4

*. The noise level measurement was taken in accordance with PN-EN ISO 3746 Standard 
. The noise exposure level given above concerns an 8-hour work day.
**. The measured values refer to emission levels, not necessarily to noise levels in the 
workplace. Although there is a relation between emission levels and exposure levels, it is 
not possible to determine with certainty if preventives are needed or are not needed. The 
factors affecting a current level of noise exposure during work are inter alia room 
characteristics and characteristics of other noise sources, e.g. number of machines and 
machining operations nearby. Also, the permissible exposure level value may vary 
depending on country. This information enables the machine’s user to better identify 
hazards and a risk.
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5
5.4 Belt Sizes

See Table 5-5.   The drive and idle blade wheel belt sizes are listed below.

 Belt Description Belt Size Wood-Mizer 
Part No.

Drive Wheel Belt 5VX1320 007723
Idle Wheel Belt 5VX1080 033391

TABLE 5-5
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5.5 Fluid Requirements

See Table 5-6.   Hydraulic and water lube (optional bottle design) capacities and
requirements.

Hydraulic Reservoir Capacity 4 to 5 gal.

Hydraulic Fluid Conoco MV32 1

1 Gallon cans of Conoco MV32 available from AWMV (Part No. 006397).

Hydraulic Filter S28

Water Bottle Capacity 4 gal. (per saw)

TABLE 5-6
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5
5.6 Air Service Requirements

See Table 5-7.   The air service requirements for the MultiHead are listed below.

5.7 Dust Extractor Specifications

See Table 5-8.   Specifications of the dust extractors used on the Multihead for each saw
head are listed below. 

IMPORTANT! The dust extractor hoses must be grounded
or made with materials not accumulating electrostatic
charge.

Air Pressure Min. 80 psi (5,5 bar)
Max 125 psi (8,6 bar)

Air Volume 142 litres/min.
Fitting Required 1/8" NPT (1/4" NPT w/MGR)

TABLE 5-7

Airflow 1200 m3/h
Inlet diameter 150 mm
Motor power 1,5 kW

Number of sacks 1 pcs
Sack capacity 0.25 mp

Weight 110 kg
Recommended conveying air 

velocity in the duct
20 m/s

TABLE 5-8

!
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5.8 Water Lube System

See Figure 5-2. Water Lube System Diagram of the 3-Head Resaw.

See Table 5-9.   Water Lube System Component List.

FIG. 5-2

Part Description AWMV Part Number
Fitting, 1/4” NPT x 1/4” Air 90 Deg. P21519

Valve, Water Needle P05680
Fitting, 3/8” Barb 1/4” NPT Male P04682

Fitting, 1/4” Air Tee P21544
Fitting, 1/4” TB Elbow 90 Deg. P21571
Solenoid, Water Lube System E22772

Adapter, 3/4" Hose Female To Female P22682
Washer, 3/4” Female to Female Adaptor P22423

Nut, 1/4” Plastic Solenoid Valve Tube P22514

TABLE 5-9
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1/4” Hose (27”) (R01869)1/4” Hose (27”) (R01869)

1/4” Hose (As Req’d) (R01869)

1/4” Air Tee Fitting (P21544)

1/4” TB Elbow 90 Deg. Fitting (P21571)

1/4” Plastic Solenoid
Valve Tube Nut (P22514)

Water Solenoid
(Located on the bottom
of the control box)

3/4" Hose Female To
Female 

3/4” Female
to Female Adaptor

Adapter (P22682)
(with two (2) 

Washers (P22423))

1/4” NPT x 1/4” Air 90 Deg. Fitting (P21519)

Water Needle Valve (P05680)

3/8” Barb 1/4” NPT
Male Fitting (P04682)

To Blade Guide To Blade Guide To Blade Guide

MH0237

Block Welded to the Sawhead

GARDEN HOSE
CONNECTION
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See Table 5-10.   Water Lube Hose Chart.

Hose Description Hose Lenght AWMV Part Number
 1/4” Hose (between Sawheads) 27” R01869

 1/4” Hose (from Fitting to Welded Block on Sawhead) 81” R01869
1/4” Hose (from Tee Fitting to Water Solenoid) As Req’d R01869

TABLE 5-10
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5.9 Hydraulic System

See Figure 5-3. Hydraulic Schematic

See Table 5-11.   Hydraulic Component List

FIG. 5-3

Component Manufacturer Part 
Number

Manufacturer Wood-Mizer 
Part Number

Description

F1 SAF28G12 MFP P20301 Filter, Hydraulic Fluid Cartridge
MI - M8 MG10-13-10AAAB TRW Ross P20206 Motor, Hydraulic

P1 1300096 J.S. Barnes P20213 Pump, Hydraulic
S1 S15-100 Flo-Ezy P20210 Filter, Suction Screen
V1 FCR51-3/8 Brand P20743 Valve, Flow Control

TABLE 5-11

MH0050

S1 P1 V1

F1

Return to reservoir

Pump suction

M8

M6

M7 M5

M4 M2

M1

M3
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See Table 5-12.   Hydraulic Hose Chart

Hydraulic Hose Description Wood-Mizer Part Number
1/2" NPT x 34" Long Hydraulic Hose P20249
1/2" NPT x 66" Long Hydraulic Hose P20716
1/2" NPT x 76" Long Hydraulic Hose P22626
1/2" NPT x 28" Long Hydraulic Hose P05391
1/2" NPT x 78" Long Hydraulic Hose P22299

1/2" NPT x 11’ Long Hydraulic Hose (MGR Only) P21545
1/2" NPT x 13’ Long Hydraulic Hose (MGR Only) P21126

TABLE 5-12
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5.10 Connection Specifications

See Table 5-13.   Depending on the number of saw heads, you should use different circuit
breakers and power cord cross sections. Required circuit breakers and wires cross sec-
tion specification should be determined by a qualified electrician according to local regu-
lations and based on the table below. 

IMPORTANT! It is recommended that a 30mA Ground
Fault Interrupter (GFI) be used.

Type Number 
of saw heads

Rated Current

HR1000EH15S-1 1 25
HR1000EH15S-2 2 45
HR1000EH15S-3 3 70
HR1000EH15S-4 4 90
HR1000EH15S-5 5 120
HR1000EH15S-6 6 140
HR1000EH20S-1 1 35
HR1000EH20S-2 2 63
HR1000EH20S-3 3 90
HR1000EH20S-4 4 120
HR1000EH20S-5 5 150
HR1000EH20S-6 6 180
HR1000EH25S-1 1 40
HR1000EH25S-2 2 70
HR1000EH25S-3 3 100
HR1000EH25S-4 4 130
HR1000EH25S-5 5 160
HR1000EH25S-6 6 200

TABLE 5-13
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EC declaration of conformity 
according to EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

 
We herewith declare, 

Wood-Mizer Industries sp. Z O.O. 
114 Nagorna street, 62-600 Kolo; Poland. 

 
That the following described machine in our delivered version complies with the appropriate basic 
safety and health  requirements of the EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC based on its design and 
type, as brought into circulation by us. In case of alteration of the machine, not agreed by us, this 
declaration is no longer valid. 
 
 
 
 
Designation of the machine:   Multihead Resaw 
 
TYPE:      HR1000 series 
 
Models:      HR1000EH15S-1/6 
         
No. of  manufacturer:    ………………………………………..   
 
 
Applicable EC Directives:   EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC  
      EC Low-Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC 
      EC Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive  
      2004/108/EC 
 
Applicable Harmonized Standards:  EN 1807-2:2009 
      EN 60204-1/A1:2009 
 
 
 
Notified Body according to annex IV : TUV SUD Product Service GmbH 
 Gottlieb-Daimler Strasse 7 
 70794 Filderstadt  
 
Notification No 0123 
 
Responsible for:  EC type examination 
 
 
EC type-examination certificate no.  M8A100855286018 
 
 
Responsible for Technical Documentation: Roman Frontczak / R&D Director  
 
 
Date/Authorized Signature:  23.09.2010  
 
Title :  R&D Director 
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